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Context (bonus slide)
Consumer-facing mHealth applications.
Over 13,000 available for iPhone, over 6,000 available for Android.

Gartner, 2014
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Motivation (bonus slide)
Prakash, R. Adoption of block-chain to enable the scalability and adoption of Accountable Care.
2016. http://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2016/08/29/onc-announces-blockchain-challenge-winners.html

<= probably not sustainable,
almost certainly not empowering
if unified via one-provider-to-rule-them-all.
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Open mHealth
Follow-up to participatory sensing work
Ecosystem for health data sharing
- Leverages everyday mobile devices
- Defines data exchange as the “thin waist”
- Features user-controlled and privacy-aware data
exchange

Limitations of TCP/IP-based Open mHealth
- Architecture out-of-sync with the vision of the app
- (Administratively) centralized approach to data
management: A resource server manages data point
resources
- Connection-based security managed by services
[1] D. Estrin and I. Sim. Open mHealth architecture: an engine for health care innovation.
Science, 330(6005):759-760, 2010. Also, http://openmhealth.org.
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Why use NDN for Open mHealth?
NDN and Open mHealth
share data exchange as the
“thin waist” – one at app
level, one at network level.
- Intuition: NDN should be
a better fit.
Also, model of securing
data close to capture
particularly useful for a
“ecosystem” with many
actors.
Sim & Estrin, 2010
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NDNFit “Proof of Concept”
To the user, a simple fitness
application.
Behind the scenes, built on a
prototype Open mHealth ecosystem
using NDN instead of TCP/IP.
Focuses on time-location data

- Timestamp and its corresponding
(longitude, latitude) pair
- Annotations with activity classification
- Extend to other data types in the future

Goals

- An extensible system to collect, analyze
and share users’ physical activity data
- An ecosystem of composable services
- Actually implement authentication and
access control

The data capture app

Application architecture
Ecosystem components (borrowed from Open mHealth)
- Data storage units (DSU)
<= Each run by potentially
- Data processing units (DPU)
different organizations.
- Data visualization units (DVU)
- Mobile capture app and configuration website
- “Local” authorization manager
User’s mobile device
auth
manager

capture
app

identity
manager

sync
Data storage unit (DSU)
sync
Data processing unit (DPU)

register &
configure

Configuration website
namespace mgt
system config

register
register

register

sync
Data visualization unit (DVU)
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First, names: Namespace Design Goals
• Name data from health application perspective
- Prefix to identify the data ecosystem
- Component to identify the data owner
- Components to classify data into different types
- Fundamental types include time-series location traces

• Make common data requests using only InterestData exchange
• Authenticity of health data is critical: reflect the
trust relationships between different components
• Health data is highly private: enable users to
control access to their their data without relying on
third party services
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Identify the
ecosystem
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User and component
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<user-id>
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devices
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key
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<version>

<version>

<version>

health data
sources
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<version>
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D-KEY
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…
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<timestamp>
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<version>
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<end_timestamp_hour>

DATA OBJECT

FOR
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DATA OBJECT

DATA OBJECT

Access control

…

<timestamp>

<start_timestamp_hour>

FOR
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ENCRYPTED
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Data types

Data

fitness

time_location

cryptographic
identity (trust
relationship)

Raw data
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SYM KEY
ENCRYPTED
BY E-KEY
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Data and catalog naming
Time-location data packet name
/org/openmhealth/haitao/data/fitness/physical_activity/time_location/20160526T161300
prefix

user-id

data-type

timestamp

- Named at per-minute granularity
- Fetched using exact names or using selectors, freshness
Catalog – manifest-style object produced at known intervals
/org/openmhealth/haitao/data/fitness/physical_activity/time_location/catalog/20160526T160000
prefix

user-id

data-type

catalog
component

timestamp

- Envisioned for consuming historical data or larger data
transfers
- Packetize data names/timestamps on an hourly basis
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Identity and trust model
• Design goal: making trust of the data inherent in the
data itself, as opposed to tied to service or connection
• Trust model definition
- Uses schematized trust1: defines application trust via a set of
relationships between data names and key names

• Open mHealth trust model
- User as the root of trust for her/his own health data.
- Hierarchical for the user’s data; probably more complex for
relationships among users.
- A hierarchical trust model fits well for the pilot NDNFit’s
context, e.g user -> device -> app-> data.
[1] Y. Yu, A. Afanasyev, D. Clark, V. Jacobson, L. Zhang, et al. Schematizing Trust
in Named Data Networking. In Proceedings of the 2nd Conference on
Information-Centric Networking. ACM, 2015.
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Trust in NDNFit
signed by

/org/openmhealth/<user-id>/<data-type>/<timestamp>
/org/openmhealth/<user-id>/<device-id>/<app-id>

signed by

Hierarchical trust
model for
captured data

/org/openmhealth/<user-id>/<device-id>/
signed by
/org/openmhealth/<user-id>/
signed by
/org/openmhealth/

Mobile “identity
manager” app
manages user, device
and other identities,
enables their selection
by the user.
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Access control
• Problem: OAuth-style authentication is a significant pain
point in current Open mHealth
- Requires more federation than reasonable or desirable
- Desire to create processing chains DSU->DPU->DPU->DVU

• Design goals:
- Achieving access control independent of how data is exchanged
- Enabling user-defined access control granularity

• Name-based access control (NAC)1 developed with NDNFit
as a use case
- Data is encrypted at generation time, instead of only when it is
transmitted
- Authorization manager (controlled by the owner) grants
components access to owner’s data by properly naming, signing,
and encrypting keys
[1] Y. Yu, A. Afanasyev, and L. Zhang, “Name-Based Access Control,” Named Data
Networking Project, Technical Report NDN-0034, October 2015.
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Logical roles and keys
• Owner – via a user-controlled authorization manager
- Creates asymmetric key pairs (key-encrypt key KEK and keydecrypt key KDK – the consumption credential key pair)
capable of decrypting content keys (C-KEYs)

• Producers – e.g., capture app, DPU
- Produces data and catalogs, encrypted by C-KEYs (content
keys) for a given minimum access unit, MAU, e.g. hourly

• Consumers – e.g., DPU, DVU
- Publishes its cert for owner to use in encrypting KDK

• Storage– e.g., DSU
- Stores data in the user’s namespace, doesn’t necessarily have
to be able to decrypt it
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NAC in NDNFit

Consumption credential (KEK/KDK) provides one level of indirection
Authorization manager
(on behalf of users)

KDK

KEK

KDK
Public Key

C-KEY
C-KEY
Capture app
(data producer)
Data
MAU

Data

DVU or DPU
(data consumer)
Private Key
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Handle on-demand data processing w/NFN
• Goal: Users compose their own health data
processing networks (for example, see C. Marxer talk)
• DPU design goals
- Entrusted by users to consume raw data and produce
derived data on demand
- Easy adaptation to evolving processing functionalities

• Apply Named Function Networking (NFN)1
- Uses processing expressions (named function +
parameters) as interest, or “name the result”
- NFN-enabled nodes take care of how the result is
calculated
[1] M. Sifalakis, B. Kohler, C. Scherb, and C. Tschudin. An Information Centric Network for
Computing the Distribution of Computations. In ACM ICN '14, pages 137-146, 2014.
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Access control in NFN-based DPU
• Desire native NAC (or access control more generally)
support in NFN.
• Not there yet - in the current implementation, use
a name rewriter, which
- Maps NDN name to NFN name
- Takes care of NAC access control mechanism
DSU
Complex Expression
(Interest)

Secured Result
(Data)

/func/code

Functions

Input Data

"

KDK

# "KEK
!

#

NAC

!

Execution Environment
DPU
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Summary
• A prototype mHealth ecosystem over NDN with data
authentication and access control
• Named data seems to simplify the creation of user-centered
data ecosystems
• Securing data directly seems promising
- Can we realize typical ICN story? Reduce vulnerabilities emerging
from relying on underlying transport layers for security
- Seems like it: Places more control with user, potentially easier to
achieve more choice.

• Namespace designed such that:

- Enables both direct data access and catalogs to facilitate data
retrieval
- Defines a hierarchical trust model; the app uses “schema” based on
data and key name structure to express trust relationships
- Enables name-based access control mechanism at an applicationdefined granularity
- Incorporates Named Function Networking for extensible and
distributed data processing
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Open challenges
• At the bottom: Balancing the tussle between
application’s and network's requirements on
naming.
• At the top: Engaging users with the level of
decision-making that is possible.
• In the middle: Improving usability of NAC for
developers – what is target?
• Best method to handle name confidentiality:
names leak user information.
• Other access control models: What about ABE &
other techniques?
• Best way to evaluate in comparison with IP?
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